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ABSTRACT
Smart devices have been widely adopted in our daily life. A smart home system, e.g., Home Assistant and openHAB, can be equipped with hundreds and even thousands of smart devices. A smart home system communicates with smart devices through various device integrations, each of which is responsible for a specific kind of device. Developing high-quality device integrations is a challenging task, in which developers have to properly handle the heterogeneity of different devices, unexpected exceptions, etc. We find that device integration bugs, i.e., iBugs, are prevalent and have caused various consequences, e.g., causing devices unavailable, unexpected device behaviors.

In this paper, we conduct the first empirical study on 330 iBugs in Home Assistant, the most popular open source smart home system. We investigate their root causes, trigger conditions, impacts, and fixes. From our study, we obtain many interesting findings and lessons that are helpful for device integration developers and smart home system designers. Our study can open up new research directions for combating iBugs in smart home systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A smart home is equipped with software driven devices, namely smart devices, which can be automatically controlled remotely from anywhere via a terminal with internet connection, e.g., mobile phones [22]. The smart home system is used to manage smart devices. It usually provides services of scheduling tasks, e.g., turning on sprinklers to water flowers at the preset time, and handling events, e.g., turning lights on when people come over. More and more people begin to construct their own smart homes. The global smart home market size is expected to grow from 78.3 billion dollars in 2020 to 135.3 billion dollars by 2025 [23]. To have a more flourish smart home ecosystem and more reliable smart home systems is anticipated to meet the growing demand of smart home market.

There are more and more smart home systems in the market. Many smart home systems are closed source or commercial, e.g., Samsung SmartThings [24], Google Assistant [19], and Huawei HiLink [20]. Most of these systems only support the devices in their closed ecosystems. In contrast, open source smart home systems are crowdsourcing software and allow third parties to integrate all kinds of devices. openHAB [1] and Home Assistant [6] are two typical open source smart home systems. Both of them have powerful automation engines, friendly UI, and open interfaces to integrate devices. Various smart home devices can be integrated into the systems, and the number of supported devices keeps increasing. To make a device connectable and accessible to a smart home system, developers have to contribute an adaptive program for the device to the system, which is called a device integration. Through device
integrations, end users can control the devices in the smart home systems.

Developing high-quality device integrations is a challenging task, in which developers need to properly handle the heterogeneity of different devices, possible situations and errors, master domain knowledge of target systems and devices. Therefore, device integration bugs often occur in smart home systems, e.g., no responses from devices, incorrect device states in the systems. These problems can potentially make a smart home inconvenient and even dangerous, e.g., serious accidents. In this paper, we call such a device integration bug as an iBug for brevity.

Substantial studies have investigated smart home systems. Some of them investigated bugs occurred in smart devices [34, 49, 53], and some of them looked into smart home applications to find bugs that could lead to safety and security problems [28, 31–33, 39, 60]. However, none of these studies has focused on iBugs in smart home systems. There is little knowledge about iBugs of smart home systems in the literature. Understanding iBugs is of significant interest to researchers and practitioners in the smart home community, which could help identify areas where we need better tool support and offer guidelines on high-quality device integration development.

In this paper, we conduct the first empirical study on iBug in an open source smart home system. We select Home Assistant [6], the most popular and active open source smart home system as our study object. We investigate 2767 issues committed from 2020.5 to 2020.12 in the Home Assistant repository. Among them, 330 device integration bugs are identified. Furthermore, we attempt to answer the following four research questions through analyzing these iBugs.

- **RQ1 (Root cause):** What are the root causes of iBugs?
- **RQ2 (Fix):** How do developers fix iBugs, and are there some common fix strategies?
- **RQ3 (Trigger condition):** What are the trigger conditions of iBugs?
- **RQ4 (Bug impact):** What impacts do these iBugs have?

Through our in-depth analysis of these iBugs, we obtain 23 atomic categories of root causes. For example, developers may not know that the established device authentication can expire, making devices inaccessible, and developers often generate unique device ID based on the device’s MAC address, but some devices do not expose their MAC addresses. For iBugs under the same root cause, we extract their fix patterns and trigger conditions. We observe that more than half of the categories have frequent fix patterns, which means that most iBugs under the same root cause can be resolved by its associated fix pattern. For example, all iBugs caused by generating incorrect device information can be resolved by generating unique device ID. Based on the findings, we also offer some useful lessons for researchers and practitioners of smart home systems. For example, device integration developers should keep in mind that some devices can become invalid or expired, and they should set up some polling tasks to maintain the authenticated state. Smart home system designers should standardize the device life cycle and provide frameworks to assist developers developing device integrations. We have made our studied iBugs publicly available at https://github.com/tcse-iscas/iBugs.

We summarize our contributions as follows.

- We present the first systematically empirical study on iBugs in the most popular open source smart home system, Home Assistant.
- We provide a large-scale benchmark of iBugs in a smart home system, which can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of tools in combating iBugs.
- We make some takeaways to help developers implement a high-quality device integration and a highly extensible smart home system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly Home Assistant basics and its integration model. Section 3 presents our study methodology. Section 4 presents our empirical study results and findings. Section 5 discusses lessons learned from our study. Section 6 discusses related work and finally Section 7 concludes this paper.

## 2 HOME ASSISTANT

Home Assistant (HA) is an open source home automation software designed to be the central control system for smart home devices with a focus on local control and privacy [25]. The heart of Home Assistant is the Core module. HA Core interacts with users, smart devices and services, and schedules and processes events within the system. With the help of HA Core, users can easily control their smart devices and invoke services, such as turning on a light and checking the weather. HA Core can be extended with modules, termed as integrations in HA. Each integration is responsible for a specific domain within HA, especially interacting with external devices and services.

More specifically, there are four types of integration, which can listen for or trigger events, offer services, and maintain states. In particular, most integrations are responsible for interacting with various external devices and services, making them available in Home Assistant. For example, the Philips Hue integration can be extended from light integration, and it can be used to control the physical device.

In this work, we focus on this type of integrations and refer to them as device integrations hereafter. As mentioned above, many device integrations are contributed by developers in the open source smart home system community, and they evolve along with IoT device updates. However, it is challenging for developers to implement a high-quality device integration. They should apply proper communication protocols, handle device lifecycle management mechanisms, deal with errors and exception situations. Consequently, various iBugs can occur in the implemented device integrations.

To guide the analysis of iBugs, we build a general integration model of Home Assistant by investigating the existing device integration code and official documents. As shown in Figure 1, Home Assistant consists of two parts: Home Assistant Core (Figure 1a) and integrations (Figure 1b). For better understanding, an integration can be thought of as a simplified digital twin of a physical device. Through the analysis of the existing device integration code, we find that the device integration development needs to focus on four stages, which we call the four lifecycle functions. We will cover each of these stages in turn.
Discoveries. In the discovery stage, the device integration is responsible for obtaining some device information, e.g., IP, port, username, password. The information, obtained manually or automatically, is used to connect or initialize the device in the system. In the manual way, developers provide the device information through the UI or configuration files. In the automatic way, some automatic discovery protocols, e.g., UPnP and mDNS, are provided by some third-parties, and developers can use them to implement the automatic discovery.

Initialization. The purpose of initialization is to make a device integration ready for managing the corresponding device. It usually includes three steps. First, devices are connected through device information like network addresses and device IDs. If required, the authentication and authorization are conducted. Second, the device integration establishes a mapping of devices from physical space to cyberspace for further operations. Third, the device integration sets polling or monitoring tasks to synchronize states between the physical device and the digital mapping in the system or some repeatable tasks.

Execution. A device integration is responsible for communicating with remote devices and external services via various protocols in execution. On the one hand, a device integration polls or monitors the target device’s state and synchronizes the device’s digital model to the perceived actual device state. On the other hand, a device integration schedules and conducts tasks that either change the remote device’s properties or control the device to perform expected functions.

Release. When a device is no longer in use or malfunctions, the allocated resources for them should be released properly, such as terminating the monitoring process and cancel timers. For indirectly connected devices (e.g., through hardware gateways, and MQTT servers), the corresponding clean-up work should be required. There also exist some global shared states for inter-integration communication or used for reloading. These shared states should be correctly handled.

Device integrations should implement the full lifecycle functions and ensure each stage is carefully managed. Otherwise, integration bugs can occur.

3 METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present the methodology of our empirical study. In order to answer the four research questions, we conduct a comprehensive empirical investigation on 330 iBugs. In the following, we first explain why we choose Home Assistant as our target smart home system, and describe how we collect iBugs. We then present how these iBugs are analyzed. Finally, we discuss the threats to our study.

3.1 Target Smart Home System

We select the open source smart home system Home Assistant as the target system to conduct our empirical study considering its popularity and open source nature. Home Assistant is the most popular smart home project which has supported thousands of device integrations on GitHub. Meanwhile, it has an open source project in which issue reports and code repository are publicly available. This can greatly facilitate our study. We have also compared Home Assistant with another popular smart home systems, i.e., openHAB. The device integration model of these two typical systems are similar. We have summarized three common concepts as follows.

- **Device integration.** Developers can develop device integrations to extend the capability of systems.
- **Device monitor.** Both of the two systems provide device automation mechanism and unified interfaces for monitoring devices.
- **Device object.** Physical devices are mapped to virtual objects in the system, and the states and behaviors of the objects can be accessed and controlled within the system and reflect in the physical space.

The concerned difference is that Home Assistant has a special design, which separates and maintains the device SDKs from the device integrations. Each device SDK encapsulates the communication protocols and device capabilities. Developers can control the device through the device SDKs, e.g., turn on the light. Therefore, it is straightforward to analyze and locate iBugs in Home Assistant, and there is little noise from device related bugs in our study, such
as incorrect communication protocols and incorrect wrapper of device APIs.

### 3.2 Collecting iBugs

We manually went through issues and pull requests (PRs) of the Home Assistant repository [3] on GitHub to collect iBugs. First, we concentrated on the closed bug reports with the label “integration”, the number of which is larger than ten thousand. Second, we selected issues in the second half of 2020 (2020.5-2020.12). Next, we searched for each issue’s associated merged pull request, which indicated that the issue was potentially a real bug. Then we manually read the issue report and discussions to screen out iBugs. Eventually, we have obtained 330 iBugs for further analysis.

### 3.3 Analyzing iBugs

The collected GitHub issues were manually analyzed by four authors following an open coding procedure [59]. We created a shared document containing five columns, i.e., issue ID, root cause, fix, impact, trigger. The authors need to label the last four columns. To explore the root causes of iBugs, we tried to answer the question “what caused this bug at the code level”. Based on the stack traces and messages in the issue reports, we located the buggy code and figured out what caused the bugs. The fixes were obtained from the associated pull requests, and finally, we manually extracted the common patterns by abstracting the patches. The impacts and trigger conditions can be inferred by issue reports straightforwardly.

Each author independently labeled the document assigned to him by defining the range of issue IDs. The shared document can show all the created labels during the labeling process, and all authors can further use them. Such a choice can help us use consistent naming without introducing bias. Authors also discarded issues and PRs that can not represent a bug or be fully understood.

The labeling process is conducted iteratively. In each round, each author was assigned different issues from his previous round, and the authors discussed the problems they met. After each labeling iteration, all potential conflicts between authors were resolved. We continued this process until the labels reached a state of saturation where no new label appeared after three rounds.

**Taxonomy Construction.** We used a bottom-up approach [42] to construct the taxonomy. We first grouped the bugs according to the different dimensions based on the proposed integration model in Figure 1. Then we grouped labels that correspond to similar views into categories. After that, we constructed parent categories to extract common features further. Each sub-category should belong to its parent category. The whole process was discussed and decided by all authors through offline meetings.

The labeling and analysis of the 330 iBugs took about four months.

### 3.4 Threats to Validity

Similar to other bug studies [41, 46, 47, 51, 65], potential threats to our work are the representativeness of the studied system and bugs, the accuracy of our analysis methodology, and the replicability, generalizability of the empirical study.

**Generalizability.** Smart home systems aim to integrate diverse IoT physical devices into cyberspace for control. Both open-source (e.g., Home Assistant [6], openHAB [1], and KubeEdge [18]) and commercial systems (e.g., Samsung SmartThings [24], Google Assistant [19], and Huawei HiLink [20]) have many design choices in common. These systems provide integration components to control diverse IoT devices. To integrate devices into smart home systems, developers need to map the devices in the physical world into cyberspace. To manage device models, these systems adopt similar lifecycle management mechanisms, including device discovery, initialization, execution, and release. Therefore, these systems can suffer from similar kinds of bugs as Home Assistant.

**Representativeness.** Home Assistant is the most popular open source smart home system on GitHub. It offers good flexibility, user interface, and overall performance and updates frequently [4, 7, 21]. Compared to other open source smart home systems, Home Assistant has a more flourishing community, and the reported issues in its repository contain richer information. We consider all the issues reported in the studied time period, i.e., from 2020.5 to 2020.12, and carefully collect all iBugs. Since then, the design and architecture of Home Assistant stay stable. Therefore, Home Assistant can still suffer from similar integration bugs.

**Studied bugs and analysis methodology.** We carefully read the description, discussions, related source code and bug fix patches for each bug. Once the label changed during the study, all bugs were re-analyzed. All studied bugs have been discussed and confirmed by at least four authors. For bugs that we still labeled in conflict after the discussion, we asked developers to help us reach a consensus. If a bug still cannot be understood, we did not take it into consideration. We are very confident that all studied bugs are valid and have been thoroughly studied.

**Replicability and reproducibility.** This paper is a qualitative exploration study, and the results depend on the collected data and involved researchers. The labeling method strictly follows the open coding procedure. Besides, the empirical study’s design and planning follow the structure suggested by Wohlin [35]. The replicability and reproducibility of qualitative exploration studies are common and recognized limitations. To reduce the threat, We have made our studied objects and analysis results publicly available at https://github.com/tcse-iscas/iBugs. Thus, other researchers are able to validate our study results easily.

### 4 STUDY RESULTS

This section presents our empirical study results and the answers to the research questions.

#### 4.1 Root Cause (RQ1)

We present the result of our manual taxonomy of root causes in Figure 2, a hierarchical classification tree of depth four constructed by categories (gray rounded rectangles), sub-categories (gray rectangles) and atomic categories (white rectangles). For example, authentication error (C.2) is a sub-category containing two atomic categories: incorrect authentication establishment (C.2.1) and forget to keep authentication (C.2.2). The number in the upper right corner denotes the number of bugs in each (atomic, sub-) category.

**Device (A).** This category covers 47 (14.2%) iBugs relating to device adaptation and malfunction, and contains two atomic categories.
Incompatible device (A.1). This atomic category considers bugs caused by incompatible device adaptations and 45 iBugs belong to this category. Device integrations do not provide some abilities of the connected device or have not supported this device yet. Take issue #42921 [16] as an example, the latest version of Nest (SDM) for climate adds an “auto” mode. However, the user’s device only supports “heat” and “off”, and “auto” mode cannot cool down the room when the temperature is high. Since users do not know the device and the device integration well and the Home Assistant system usually does not give any clear error message, users are always confused by such bugs. 

Device failure (A.2). Devices connecting to the system can malfunction and cause the corresponding device unavailable. However, these bugs in our study are rare and only have two cases, as users can easily perceive their device failures and will not report such bugs.

Finding 1: 13.6% (45/330) iBugs are caused by accessing incompatible devices without clear prompts.
Implication 1: The smart home system should give a clear prompt when a user encounters an incompatible device.

Discovery (B). This category contains 27 bugs occurring during the device discovery stage. A device discovery requires device information for further device connection. However, developers can inadvertently provide incorrect information or configurations. In particular, this category is divided into three atomic categories further.

Configuration error (B.1). A device should be configured manually or automatically before its connection and use, and configuration errors can cause the device integration to fail. 18 iBugs belong to this category.

This sub-category has two atomic categories, i.e., incorrect configuration and incorrect configuration item handling. 

- Incorrect configuration (B.1.1). Ten iBugs is caused by incorrect and incompatible configurations. Developers can provide incorrect parameters, redundant configurations and forget to set default configuration values.
- Incorrect configuration item handling (B.1.2). This category represents faults due to the negligence of developers. Developers do not take into account the configuration parameter information provided by the user when developing the integration, which means that all the configurations are hardcoded by the developer. More specifically, the user configures certain parameters such as the IP address of the device, but the developer does not use this configuration information. Eight iBugs belong to this category.

Generate incorrect device information (B.2). Nine iBugs are caused by the generation of incorrect device information. As mentioned above, the device information should be provided to the corresponding device integration. However, not all device information can be obtained from configurations directly, and some are obtained dynamically or after calculations. Generating wrong device information can cause iBugs. Take issue #39099 [11] as an example, the user wants to access surepetcare (The surepetcare allows people
to get information on Sure Petcare Connect Pet or Cat Flap) into the system and gets an error message: "Platform surepetcare does not generate unique IDs." Each device accessed into the smart home system should have its unique ID and the device integration is responsible for the ID generation. Therefore, the device integration should provide a unique ID for each device and avoid generating the duplicate ID. Interestingly, some developers use the MAC address as the unique ID, while some devices do not expose their MAC addresses through certain APIs. However, developers are not aware of this situation and can introduce iBugs.

Finding 2: 8.2% (27/330) iBugs are caused by configuration errors and generating incorrect device information. The main cause of generating incorrect device information is that the accessed device does not have a unique ID.

Implication 2: Developers should not hard code the configuration and make sure their configurations are correct and customizable. Developers should make sure the device ID is unique in the system during the device discovery phase.

Initialization (C). In this group fall all the aspects relevant to iBugs raised during the device initialization. The device integrations are responsible for setting the initial state, authentication, and scheduling task of the device during the initialization stage. 51 iBugs occurred during the device initialization.

Incorrect device initialization state (C.1). A device integration requires ensuring that the state of the device reflected in the device integration or smart home system is consistent with that of the physical device. Device integrations can have problems of handling initial device state settings, such as forgetting to configure the state or setting a wrong state. 12 iBugs belong to this category.

Authentication error (C.2). Some devices require authentication for accessing them, and the corresponding device integration should provide such an authentication process, including the authentication establishment and maintenance. Developers should make sure that their authentication parameters and implemented logic are correct. Otherwise, an access can be denied or return an incorrect response. 20 iBugs belong to this category. The following two atomic categories explain the main causes of such iBugs.

- Incorrect authentication establishment (C.2.1). The device authentication process is managed by the corresponding device integration. Home Assistant Core has already configured the standard auth providers, and developers need to provide the identity information. However, the identity information provided by some developers can be incorrect, which leads to authentication failures. Furthermore, some developers even implement wrong authentication logic in their device integrations, which can also lead to authentication failures. 12 iBugs are caused by incorrect authentication establishment.

- Forget to keep authentication (C.2.2). The authentications of some devices can become invalid or expire. Therefore, developers need to ensure that the device integrations they implemented always have valid authorizations. Take issue #42947 [17] as an example, it reports that Nest (SDM) Google Pubsub stops working after 60 minutes with observed non-recoverable stream error 401 request. Restarting Home Assistant with reloading the Nest integration temporarily resolves the issue in 60 minutes. After analysis, we find that the authentication of the device has expired after 60 minutes, making the device unavailable. Eight iBugs belong to this category.

Implication 3: Smart home systems should inform device integration developers of the existence of an expired device authentication.

Execution (D). At runtime, the smart home system communicates with connected devices and controls them via the device integrations for updating their states. This category contains 13 iBugs related to device execution state update and polling interval settings.

Incorrect execution state update (D.1). During a device execution, the system triggers the device to change its state and meanwhile changes the properties/state of the device reflected in the system synchronously. However, device integrations can forget to update the reflected state or configure incorrect update information, which leads to the inconsistency between the actual device state and the reflected one in the system. Ten iBugs are caused by this.

Inappropriate polling interval (D.2). Device integrations are responsible for setting up polling tasks to synchronize system state and device state regularly. The polling interval can be inappropriate and make the state of a device in the system inconsistent with the real state. We find three iBugs are caused by inappropriate polling intervals.

Finding 4: When the synchronization interval of device state is not appropriately set, there may be inconsistencies between the actual state and that shown in the system.

Implication 4: When an operation triggers a device or system state change, the state should be synchronized in time.

Release (E). Device integrations are responsible for cleaning up when devices and services are released or unloaded, e.g., terminating state synchronization, stopping device discovery process. For some device integrations, there exist some shared variables for communication with other integrations. These shared variables should also be released. Incorrect release (E.1) will waste system resources or cause unexpected system behaviors. We have also found four device integrations forgetting to release resources (E.2).

Take issue #42781 [15] as an example, the device integration RFXtrx
remains in an automatic add state after removing the corresponding device. After analyzing the associated PR, we found that the dispatches were not cleaned up when unloading RFXtrx. As a result, without restarting Home Assistant, these residual dispatches will keep registering new devices into the system.

**Finding 5:** Device integrations can forget to release resources or perform an incorrect release.

**Implication 5:** The system should provide some utilities to help the resource release process or introduce an automatic garbage collection mechanism.

Error handling (F). Error handling is the largest category in the taxonomy, and it includes a wide range of bugs. Error handling refers to the response and recovery procedures from error conditions present in a software application [5]. Error handling helps keep the system operating normally and prompts error information. In fact, many applications face numerous design challenges when considering error-handling techniques [5]. 30.3% iBugs are of this category and can be further divided into four atomic categories.

**Input validation (F.1).** It is often assumed that the obtained data, especially some data returned from third-party requests, are correct and expected. Device integrations sometimes directly use the data without any validations. However, the data can be exceptional, e.g., undefined, null. 14 iBugs are caused by not applying the input validation.

**Incorrect response handling (F.2).** This category differs from the previous one because the obtained data is correct and legal but handled incorrectly. These iBugs are mainly related to the logic errors of data processing, and we have found 31 cases.

**Incorrect error handling (F.3).** Although some device integrations take errors into account, they do not handle them correctly. For the case where some services need to call a third-party API, the failure of the API call is considered, and a retry mechanism is implemented in the device integration to handle such exceptions. However, the device integration may repeatedly try without checking the correctness of the returned results and traps in an infinite retry loop.

**Insufficient error handling (F.4).** Bugs of this type differ from those in the prior atomic category as some errors are unknown and not handled at all. It is often difficult for developers to comprehensively know the situations in the application, and corner cases are often not considered.

- **Network recovery.** After the network is restored from disconnection, the device integrations do not consider restoring the task schedule and device state. For example, the device integration needs to perform connection authentication again and continue the tasks which are not completed.
- **Non-existent device.** The device integration wants to control the device but does not consider whether the device is already connected to the system, which will throw an error like "Device does not exist."
- **Incorrect retry & timeout setting.** A failure can occur whenever one device integration calls another service or integration. Various factors, such as target servers, networks, load balance, and even system errors, can cause failures. Some device integrations consider these exceptions and apply some methods, i.e., timeout and retry mechanism, to make them more robust. The system can handle failures when it tries to connect to a server or network resource by retrying a failed operation. Timeout allows for more efficient usage of limited resources without requiring additional resources. However, device integrations can apply incorrect retry and timeout settings. For example, issue #42687 [14] reported that the integration RFXtrx stopped working since upgrading the system. After upgrading the system, some resources are no longer cleaned up, and it will take more time to establish the RFXtrx connection. The fix strategy is to increase the timeout on connection from 5 to 30 seconds.

**Finding 6:** Device integrations do not handle exceptions well, frequently causing iBugs. Developers may ignore some abnormal scenarios, or wrongly handle errors.

**Implication 6:** The handling of abnormal scenarios is necessary to improve the system’s robustness, such as strengthening input validation and error handling.

Others (G). This category contains the bugs whose root causes cannot be classified into the above categories. This is the second largest (83/330) category in the taxonomy, and it includes a wide range of bugs also appear in some other systems.

- **API-update-caused breakage (G.1).** Updates and changes in software development are inevitable. As a consequence, clients are compelled to update, and thus, benefit from the available API improvements. However, some of these API changes can break contracts established previously, resulting in compilation errors and behavioral changes. 38 (11.5%) iBugs are caused by API updates.
- **Asynchronous error (G.2).** Data are processed and accessed in an unexpected order due to the asynchronous loading of HA integrations. When the system is initialized, the loading sequence of HA integrations is asynchronous. When a HA integration is required to provide corresponding functions or information, the HA integration may not be loaded yet. Therefore, the normal function of the integration cannot be realized. Take issue #42188 [13] as an example, when the doorbird sends an HTTP(S) call to Home Assistant, Home Assistant’s response is 500 internal service error. After analysis, we found that the corresponding device integration is not fully set up yet by the time doorbird sends the request.
- **General code error (G.3).** 25 (6.6%) iBugs are similar to those in other software systems, including illegal argument, key not found, null reference, syntax error, undefined object. We no longer explain this type of iBug in detail.
- **Dependency conflict (G.4).** The execution environment of Home Assistant is based on Python. Dependency conflicts occur when different Python packages have the same dependency but depend on different and incompatible versions of that shared package. Because only a single version of a dependency is permitted in the Python project’s environment. Since the development of device integrations is often based on third-party libraries, such problems can also cause device integrations to fail to operate normally. We only found 3 such bugs because such bugs are often found during the testing phase, and developers will naturally solve them.
- **Constrained resource (G.5).** Four bugs are caused by constrained resource. We have found several situations. First, there are too many concurrent requests at the same time, and the system cannot handle
them. Second, the connection pool is exhausted, and subsequent requests cannot be processed. Third, there is a limit to the number of third-party API calls. These bugs are mainly caused by constrained system resource and cloud resource.

**Finding 7**: Some common bugs are also raised in device integrations, i.e., API-update-caused breakage, asynchronous errors, general code errors, dependency conflicts and constrained resource.

**Implication 7**: Existing bug detection and fixing techniques can also be used on iBugs to improve the reliability and robustness of device integrations.

### 4.2 Fix Pattern (RQ2)

Fixes of device integration bugs are highly related to their root causes. For each root cause, we summarize its fix patterns in Table 1, which depict the outlines to fix different types of iBugs. The columns “Dimension” and “Root cause” are derived from the results shown in Figure 2, and the number in parentheses is the number of iBugs in that category. The column “Fix pattern description” briefly presents the fix pattern and the last column “#Issues” is the number of issues fixed by that pattern. For example, out of the 47 bugs in device, 45 bugs are caused by incompatible device, and they can be fixed with two patterns, i.e., adapting an existing device integration to support the device (24 cases) or developing a new device integration (21 cases). We propose some general fix guidance for some root causes that are difficult to summarize their fix patterns. Note that the bugs which are not included in Table 1 need case-by-case fixes.

In general, we observe complicated crossovers between different fix patterns and root causes, confirming that fixing device integration bug is a challenging task.

**Relationship between fix patterns and root causes**. From Table 1, we observe that some pairs of fix patterns and root causes frequently co-occurring, which indicates that most iBugs caused by the same root cause can be resolved by its associated fix pattern.

---

**Table 1: Frequent fix patterns for each root cause**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Root cause</th>
<th>Fix pattern description</th>
<th>#Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[A]</td>
<td>Device (47)</td>
<td>[A.1] Incompatible device (45)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve the device integration and adapt to incompatible modules of the device.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Prompt a warning to indicate that the device is unsupported contemporarily, waiting for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the corresponding integration.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[A.2] Device failure (2)</td>
<td>Use new device instead.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[B]</td>
<td>Discovery (27)</td>
<td>[B.1.1] Incorrect configuration (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Add default configurations.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fix corresponding configurations.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctly handle conflicting parameters.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[B.2] Generate incorrect device information (9)</td>
<td>Generate unique ID.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>Initialization (51)</td>
<td>[C.1] Incorrect device initialization state (12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fix corresponding state.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>After restart, load the original data from the cache.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[C.2.1] Incorrect authentication establishment (12)</td>
<td>Update correct authentication information.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Correct authentication logic.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Add watchdog or set timer to maintain the authentication.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[C.3] Incorrect task scheduling (19)</td>
<td>Remove heavy tasks from the event loop.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Modify synchronous (asynchronous) tasks to asynchronous (synchronous) tasks.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[D]</td>
<td>Execution (13)</td>
<td>[D.1] Incorrect execution state update (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Correct state processing logic.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[D.2] Inappropriate polling interval (3)</td>
<td>Adjust polling interval.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[E]</td>
<td>Release (9)</td>
<td>[E.1] Incorrect release (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Release the wrong part correctly.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[E.2] Forget to release resources (4)</td>
<td>Release relevant resources.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[F]</td>
<td>Error handling (100)</td>
<td>[F.1] Input validation (14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Check before use.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[F.2] Insufficient error handling (31)</td>
<td>Add retry &amp; timeout setting.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adjust retry &amp; timeout setting.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[F.3] Incorrect error handling (31)</td>
<td>Fix corresponding errors, including illegal argument, null reference, syntax error, undefined object.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[G.1] API-update-caused breakage (38)</td>
<td>Waiting for synchronization.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[G.2] Asynchronous errors (7)</td>
<td>Choose appropriate third-party library versions.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[G.4] Dependency conflict (3)</td>
<td>Select appropriate third-party library versions.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>(330)</td>
<td></td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We regard such combination of fix pattern and root cause as a pair. These pairs are useful for bug fixing. More specifically, when the root cause of an iBug is diagnosed, the corresponding paired fixes can be taken to fix it manually or automatically.

In Table 1, we find that for 15 atomic categories, more than half of its iBugs can be fixed by a specific pattern. For example, all iBugs caused by generating incorrect device information (B.2) are resolved by generating unique ID. 13 out of 19 class incorrect task scheduling (C.3) are fixed by removing the heavy task. All iBugs caused by Forget to keep authentication (C.2.2) can be fixed by adding watchdogs or set timer to maintain the authentication. Take issue #37134 [10] as an example, the session of the integration tile was expired after 6 hours and did not auto-renew, making the entities unavailable. The developers solved this issue by monitoring session expiration errors with the code below.

```
1 * except SessionExpiredError:
2     LOGGER.info("Tile session expired; creating a new one")
3 * await client.async_init()
```

In summary, these frequent pairs can derive heuristic strategies for iBugs resolution.

**Finding 8:** 15 out of 23 atomic categories have frequent fix patterns, such as generating unique ID to resolve the incorrect device information and removing heavy tasks to fix the incorrect task scheduling.

**Implication 8:** Researchers can develop automated fixing tools for iBugs based on our fix patterns.

**Case-by-case fix.** In spite of the categories and their co-occurring fix patterns, 90 iBugs do not have common fix patterns, and they need case-by-case fix strategies. Most (68) of them are related to the category error handling (F). More specifically, iBugs caused by incorrect response handling (F.2) account for almost half (31). Device integrations use or process data incorrectly, causing the system behave abnormally. Fixes of these iBugs often require analysis of the specific scenarios. Another portion of iBugs is caused by incorrect or insufficient error handling. This observation indicates that device integration developers need comprehensive knowledge and experience for handling various errors and exceptions.

**4.3 Trigger Condition (RQ3)**

We have summarized six types of trigger conditions from 253 iBugs. We do not cover all iBugs as the information included in some issue reports and associated pull requests is insufficient to identify their trigger conditions.

**Loading device integration.** 93 iBugs occurred while loading device integrations without any external actions. These iBugs involve the discovery and initialization process. The category incompatible device (A.1) also accounted for a lot.

**Reloading device integration.** Reloading device integrations will trigger some lifecycle functions of the device integration, i.e., release and initialization. All iBugs caused by incorrect release (E.1) and 7 out of 12 iBugs of the category incorrect device initialization state (C.1) can be triggered by reloading device integrations. This trigger conditions totally involve 19 iBugs.

**Invoking device service.** 110 iBugs are raised while invoking device services. All iBugs caused by incorrect task scheduling (C.3) and forgetting to keep authentication (C.2.2) can be triggered under this condition. Most iBugs related to error handling (F) can also be found by invoking device services.

**Frequent requests.** Frequent requests can lead to iBugs related to constrained resource(G.5) and device failure (A.2). It is challenging for device integration developers to recognize these iBugs. The main difficulty is which request needs to be replayed at a high frequency. Seven iBugs are triggered by frequent requests.

**Network interruption and recovery.** Ten iBugs can be triggered by network interruption and recovery. We find that few device integrations take into account the recovery of the network interruptions. When there is no response, users usually wait for a while or call the services again, and such iBugs are covered up. The actual number of them would be larger than that we count.

**Network delay.** 14 iBugs are triggered by network delay. The unstable network connection is common in many environments, and simulation of such a condition is important to reveal or reproduce such bugs.

**Finding 9:** Most iBugs (253/330) can be triggered with six types of trigger conditions. We can perform systematically testing on these trigger conditions, e.g., reloading device integrations and injecting network interruptions.

**4.4 Impact (RQ4)**

iBugs can directly affect user experience when using smart home systems and bring inconveniences and even dangers to users. We find five main impacts that both developers and users should be paid attention to.

**Unavailable device.** 174 iBugs make devices unavailable, and users may find that the expected devices or their properties/services are missing. Many aspects can cause a device to be unavailable, such as incorrect response handling (F.2) and forgetting to keep authentication (C2.2).

**Incorrect device state.** 28 iBugs result in inconsistencies between the reflected device state by the system and the actual state. In issue #36767 [9], the developers set an inappropriate polling interval of synchronizing state, and the user observed an inconsistency between the actual state and the digital model within the system.

**Unexpected device behavior.** 12 iBugs lead to unexpected device behavior. In issue #42921 [16], the latest version of Nest (SDM) for climate adds the “auto” mode. However, the developers’ device only supports “heat” and “off”, and the “auto” mode cannot cool down the room when the temperature is high.

**Unexpected system behavior.** 12 iBugs result in unexpected system behavior, i.e., the devices are incorrectly managed. In issue #42781 [15], after the user unloads an integration, the system continues to add new devices belonging to this integration.

**Slow response.** 18 iBugs have abnormal CPU or memory usage and the system cannot respond to users’ operations in time. This is very annoying when users expect the system to respond immediately. For example, developers do heavy IO operations in the main thread, which blocks other tasks. The infinite loop for retry also makes abnormal CPU and memory usage.
As shown in Section 4.4, iBugs can seriously affect the user experience of smart home systems. A high-quality device integration is of great significance for the reliability of smart home systems. In this section, we will discuss the pitfalls that device integration developers and smart home system designers should focus on, and the way to fight against iBugs.

5 LESSONS LEARNED

As shown in Section 4.4, iBugs can seriously affect the user experience of smart home systems. A high-quality device integration is of great significance for the reliability of smart home systems. In this section, we will discuss the pitfalls that device integration developers and smart home system designers should focus on, and the way to fight against iBugs.

5.1 Lessons for Device Integration Developers

Device integration developers should carefully handle all the four stages in device lifecycle management in Figure 1, including handling the various errors that may occur during system and device running.

Generate unique device ID. Each device connecting to the smart home system should have a unique ID. It is not recommended for developers directly using the MAC address as the device ID. We have found that some devices prevent the system from obtaining their MAC addresses, making the ID assignments fail (Finding 2). Developers also need to avoid generating duplicate IDs, e.g., maintain a list of already generated IDs and check new IDs against those in the list.

Handle configurations. Device information and configurations are necessary for device connections. The information is configured manually and automatically. Auto-discovery protocols can provide certain device information, e.g., IP, port. End-users can configure and change configurations through UIs or configuration files. Therefore, developers should not hard code configurations (Implication 2). There are differences between the developer environment and the user environment. Some configurations, e.g., timeout settings, password, should be configurable for users, and a device integration has to recognize the modifications and apply changes.

Maintain authentication. Finding 3 shows that the authentication of some devices can become invalid or expired. Therefore, developers should ensure each device is always in an authenticated state. They can set up some polling tasks to confirm the authentication state of each device and re-authenticate if expired.

Keep the main thread lightweight. The time-consuming tasks, such as some heavy IO operations, should not occupy the main thread, where runs the four stages of an integration lifecycle. Otherwise, the system performance may degrade significantly (Finding 3). Developers should not put lots of IO and computing tasks at the initialization stage. If certain tasks are necessary, developers can set these tasks asynchronously. In Home Assistant, they only need to add field async before the function.

Validate data. The responses of requests may not be the expected ones due to some errors (Finding 6), and developers need to validate the returned data before using them. More specifically, developers can check whether a response is empty and whether the response holds the desired fields for further processing.

Recover state automatically. Developers should be aware that there are various unexpected scenarios, e.g., system restart, network interruption and recovery. They should handle these cases to ensure the consistency and availability of the system. They can also design methods to recover from exceptions. For example, they can use the buffer pool to store states and scheduled tasks, and recover systems based on the buffer pool when exceptions occur.

5.2 Lessons for Smart Home System Designers

The development of a smart home system faces various challenges and a reliable smart home system faces many challenges. We put forward two suggestions to strengthen the system reliability.

Standardize the device life cycle. Home Assistant does not give a unified standard and framework for device integration developers to implement their integrations. The integration model we proposed in Figure 1 can be used as the guideline. Smart home systems can apply this model and provide corresponding functions for developers to manage the development process, such as establishing device connections, processing requests by performing corresponding functions. A native implementation of the integration model can greatly reduce the difficulty of developing device integrations.

Reasonably allocate system resources. Home Assistant does not limit the resources requested by a device. When a device requests resources endlessly, the system may run out of memory, CPU times, and even crash. Take issue #41721[12] as an example, the integration ceaselessly attempts to establish authentication. This occupies a thread and the CPU usage of the system increases continuously. In this case, having a resource management mechanism would be very helpful, e.g., aborting the task which repeats some operations and takes up too many resources.

5.3 Detecting iBugs

iBugs can make accessed devices unavailable and lead unexpected behaviors (Finding 10). Thus, resolving iBugs is of great significance for the reliability of the smart home system. Existing IoT testing approaches, e.g., device simulators [8] and emulators [30, 50], unit testing frameworks [2] mainly focus on model checking and testing and do not understand the root causes behind these bugs. None of them focuses on iBugs. Our study reveals that iBugs can be summarized into 23 atomic categories. These bug categories provide new light and guidance for iBug detection based on program analysis.

Some static and dynamic program analysis techniques can be used to detect iBugs. More specifically, some API testing methods [38, 40] can apply to detect the device ID generation functions to check whether the ID is unique. iBugs caused by class forget to keep authentication (C.2.2) and incorrect task scheduling (C.3) can be detected by analyzing code statically. Developers can locate the authentication code and then determine whether the code is assigned as a polling task. Developers can identify some code patterns of heavy tasks, e.g., accessing the database for large amounts of data. They can detect whether the initialization stage includes these patterns. Some model-based testing methods also can be used to test device integration. As mentioned in Section 3.1, Home Assistant separates the device SDKs from the device integration. Based on the device SDKs, we can conduct testing by invoking certain APIs. We do not list some solutions of common iBugs, e.g., breaking changes, general code errors and dependency conflict. In addition, we also propose some potential approaches for iBug detection.
State inconsistency guided detection. The inconsistent state between the physical device and the state present in the system indicates an iBug (Finding 4). These iBugs lie in the initialization and execution stages. State inconsistency guided detection approaches can be applied to detect these iBugs. To identify inconsistencies, we can compare the device state with system state after device initialization and executions. We can also generate device execution trace, and then judge whether the final state is consistent.

Error injection testing. If device integrations do not handle errors well, iBugs appear (Finding 6). Therefore, we can inject exceptions within the system to see whether device integrations can handle them well. Some exceptions that we can inject are summarized from Error handling (F). (1) Incorrect response result. We can provide an incorrect response or empty result to check whether device integrations apply input validations. (2) Network delay. We can inject network delay to check whether device integrations apply retry or timeout settings. (3) Network recovery. After the network is restored from discussion, device integrations are responsible for restoring the device state and task schedule. We can inject network interruption and recovery to test this.

Non-deterministic analysis in device integrations. Home Assistant adopts an event-driven architecture and supports many asynchronous APIs. Home Assistant loads device integrations asynchronously, and the heavy tasks in some device integrations (Finding 3) can affect the loading sequence, causing non-deterministic iBugs. Little literature has focused on this aspect in IoT systems. To automatically detect non-deterministic iBugs, we need to build a clear model about the event-driven architecture, device lifecycle management, asynchronous APIs, heavy tasks in Home Assistant.

6 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related works that are close to our work. We review the related work from three aspects, analyzing IoT bugs, testing IoT systems, and general bug studies.

IoT bugs investigation. A few previous studies have inspected the bugs and design flaws in the IoT systems and provided some preliminary insights. Duc et al. [37] examine the main failure patterns of smart home systems. They focus on hardware-related failures, such as wireless link loss, battery damage, power outage. Chen et al. [34] model the IoT system with four layers: application, storage, communication, data. Based on the model, they analyze the fault symptoms and provide maintenance suggestions. Recently, a study [53] conducted by Makhshari et al. firstly provides a generalized and systematic overview of bugs in the IoT system. They present a taxonomy of the bugs in IoT system and the challenges of developing IoT systems. However, none of them look into the integration part of a smart home system. The literature lacks the knowledge to develop a good integration, which is essential to make the smart home system more reliable.

IoT system testing. A number of approaches have been proposed to test IoT systems. Security issues are frequently discussed. A number of papers raise the concerns related to security issues [29, 64]. A related topic, user’s privacy and trust is also being frequently discussed. Sajid et al. [58] first discussed the data privacy in IoT systems and proposed the future research directions. Several system testing research also span to the IoT systems, e.g., model-based testing [27, 54], test cases generation [44, 45], and testing frameworks [57, 61]. However, these studies are conducted to find security issues. It is unknown whether they are helpful for detecting iBugs in smart home systems. We attempt to figure out the requirements in testing iBugs and help develop effective testing methods.

Empirical bug studies. Empirical bug studies play an important role in understanding the aspect of software reliability. These studies often can help to characterize bugs in the target systems and provide useful guidance for future works. For example, Lu et al. [52] conduct a comprehensive study on real world concurrency bug characteristics. Their work opens up a new light in combating concurrency bugs, such as concurrency bug detection [36, 63], bug fixing [48], Gunawi et al. [43] study 3000+ issues in cloud systems. Their study brings new insights on some of the most vexing problems in cloud systems. Ocariza et al. [55] conduct an empirical study on the client-side JavaScript bugs and find that most bugs are DOM-related. This promotes some research [56, 62] on investigating DOM related JavaScript bugs. However, no empirical studies are performed on integration bugs in smart home systems.

7 CONCLUSION

Smart home systems allow developers to integrate diverse smart IoT devices. Community developers implement various device integrations, but few detailed documents are available to understand the bugs in them. To fill this gap, we conduct the first empirical study on 330 iBugs and analyze their root causes, triggers, impacts, and fixes. We obtain many interesting findings and insights for researchers and practitioners of open source smart home systems. We believe our study can open up new research directions in combating iBugs.

8 DATA AVAILABILITY

The dataset of our paper is available at Zenodo [26].
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